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What delegates said about 2019        

            I enjoyed every minute…...I enjoyed every minute…...I enjoyed every minute…...I enjoyed every minute…...such a supportive environmentsuch a supportive environmentsuch a supportive environmentsuch a supportive environment….a lovely atmosphere…….a lovely atmosphere…….a lovely atmosphere…….a lovely atmosphere…wonderful choice of wonderful choice of wonderful choice of wonderful choice of 
courses courses courses courses ….Tutors are very friendly and approachable......….Tutors are very friendly and approachable......….Tutors are very friendly and approachable......….Tutors are very friendly and approachable......welcoming and inclusivewelcoming and inclusivewelcoming and inclusivewelcoming and inclusive...It was like finding ...It was like finding ...It was like finding ...It was like finding 
my tribe!…..my tribe!…..my tribe!…..my tribe!…..I enjoyed the variety of coursesI enjoyed the variety of coursesI enjoyed the variety of coursesI enjoyed the variety of courses..…I loved the vibe.…...…I loved the vibe.…...…I loved the vibe.…...…I loved the vibe.….I felt like I never stopped laughing all I felt like I never stopped laughing all I felt like I never stopped laughing all I felt like I never stopped laughing all 
weekweekweekweek….Swanwick is a gem!....….Swanwick is a gem!....….Swanwick is a gem!....….Swanwick is a gem!....the whole event just worked brilliantly well.the whole event just worked brilliantly well.the whole event just worked brilliantly well.the whole event just worked brilliantly well...I cannot now imagine a ..I cannot now imagine a ..I cannot now imagine a ..I cannot now imagine a 
year without Swanwick .…year without Swanwick .…year without Swanwick .…year without Swanwick .…interacting with likeinteracting with likeinteracting with likeinteracting with like----minded people leaves you inspired, determined and minded people leaves you inspired, determined and minded people leaves you inspired, determined and minded people leaves you inspired, determined and 
ready to develop your own writingready to develop your own writingready to develop your own writingready to develop your own writing…..a uniquely enjoyable and inspiring experience.…..a uniquely enjoyable and inspiring experience.…..a uniquely enjoyable and inspiring experience.…..a uniquely enjoyable and inspiring experience.    
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“A uniquely enjoyable and inspiring experience” 
 

Learn new skills, explore your creativity, make new friends,  

perform your poetry, sing, act, dance, laugh, or even write!  

A Swanwick week is truly unique. In 2020 join us for: 
 

♦ Specialist Courses led by experienced tutors  

♦ Extensive range of Short Courses and Workshops  

♦ Inspirational Guest Speakers  

♦ Freedom to choose your own programme 
♦ Page to Stage opportunity for scriptwriters 

♦ Opportunity to sell your books through our Book Room 
♦ Optional one-to-one sessions with tutors 

♦ Top Write Places for only £125 
♦ Grants available for Assisted Places  
 

 Great value for money with fully inclusive week from £495 
 

Plus:   Beautiful surroundings, comfortable rooms, evening             

           entertainment and much much more. Full details at:                          

Win your Win your Win your Win your 

way to way to way to way to 

Swanwick Swanwick Swanwick Swanwick     

Three Free Three Free Three Free Three Free 

PlacesPlacesPlacesPlaces  
are on offer to 
the winners of 

this year’s    
competitions. 
Enter a poem, 
short story or  

children's   
fiction on the 

theme of  
 

‘Vision’  
  

Prizes: 
 

A fully             
inclusive week 

at the 2020 
Summer 

School for the 
winner in each 

category.  
 

Plus runner up 
prizes.  

 
See website  
for details 
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